Meaning(s), Synonyms, Related Words, Analogy

Antonym(s)

Word
striated ®

adj. [marked with thin, parallel lines or narrow grooves] striped;
grooved; banded
Analogy:
striated : groove :: dappled : spot
striated : grooved :: stranded : braided

strut ®

1.
2.

n. [pompous walk] prance; swagger. Also v.
n. [a supporting bar designed to resist pressure in the
direction of its length] beam

Analogy:
strut : walk :: pontificate : speak
strut : wing :: buttress : wall
stultify

1.
2.

subordinate

1.
2.
3.
4.

subpoena ®

v. [to make someone appear foolish, stupid, etc] mock;
ridicule
v. [to make useless or worthless] stifle; cripple; stagnate

1.

enlighten

2.

stir; excite; animate

n. [someone subject to the authority or control of another]
subaltern; assistant; aide; underling
adj. [inferior to or place below another in rank, power,
importance, etc] secondary; inferior; subaltern
adj. [submissive to the authority of another] subservient
v. [to make obedient] control; subdue

1.
2.

principal; superior;
excellent

n. [a written legal order issued by court authority directing a
person to appear in court as a witness] summons; warrant
Analogy: subpoena : command :: lien : claim

subsequent

adj. [coming after in time, place or order] succeeding;
consequent; ensuing; following

antecedent

subside ®

v. [to become less active, intense, etc.; to sink to a lower level]
abate; recede; dwindle; sink; wane

promote

substantiate ®

v. [to show to be true by giving evidence] verify; affirm; confirm;
support; corroborate

controvert; disapprove

substantive

1.
2.

adj. [being the essence of something] essential;
substantial
adj. [existing independently] real; tangible

subsume

v. [to include something with a larger class, group, etc.] include;
comprise; encompass

subterfuge

n. [any plan, action, or trick used to hide one’s true objective or
motives] artifice; deception; device; chicanery; fraud; trickery

forthrightness

Analogy:
candor : subterfuge :: brash : deliberate
subterfuge : deceive :: decanter : pour
succinct

adj. [clearly and briefly stated] pithy; terse; concise

prolix; verbose; diffuse

Analogy: loquacious : succinct :: adroit : ungainly
succour

v. [to help someone in the time of their need or distress] help;
aid; assist; succor; comfort

suffuse

v. [to spread over or throughout in the manner of a fluid or light]
Analogy: tint : suffuse :: damp : quench

superfluous

adj. [being more than is needed or useful] supererogatory;
supernumerary; surplus; redundant; extra
Analogy:
redundant : superfluity :: pertinent : relevance
terseness : superfluous :: parsimonious : expenditure

integral

